
The Client
Harvey Nichols, the international luxury lifestyle store, 

required infrastructure support for its head office 

relocation to be completed in a four-week period to help 

support its ever-expanding network of shops and 

restaurants. The company decided that this move was an 

opportunity to overhaul the majority of its legacy systems 

and invest in a purpose-built data centre to handle the 

ever growing IT demands of its estate. The new data 

centre was completed in 2010, with power supplies 

based around APC infrastructure and hardware from 

on365, a specialist in the planning, installing, 

management and optimisation of physical IT 

infrastructure and utility services. 

Harvey Nichols decided to use this strategic move as an 

opportunity to design a data centre which was more 

efficient both in terms of space, power and energy 

consumption, while supporting best practice and 

flexibility for daily computing needs. The main focus was 

to improve on the legacy data centre’s performance level 

through the use of new and refreshed technology. 

Furthermore, the new centre will provide the solid base 

for the store’s future IT requirements and environmental 

monitoring capabilities. To add to the complexity of the 

project specification, during the build and transfer of 

services, the new data centre solution had to ensure 

minimum disruption to Harvey Nichols’ daily operations.  

The Challenge
When Harvey Nichols put the project out to tender, the 

company specified that it had an allocated space for a 

new build data centre which required power, fire 

suppression, a newly raised floor, a more resilient 

Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS), structured cabling 

and monitoring and management capabilities. 

The new data centre would act as a central base for 

monitoring the majority of the wider stores and the 

database; to enable remote monitoring from any 

location. The new centre had to vastly improve on the 

legacy equipment but also offer scope for expansion into 

environmental monitoring. On top of that, it had to 

provide robust UPS ensuring that critical IT systems were 

not disrupted by potential power outages. Due to 

changing commercial priorities in a fast-paced retail 

market, the commissioning of the new data centre had 

to be delivered within a four-week period, instead of the 

initial timeframe of twelve weeks, and ensure minimum 

disruption to the Harvey Nichols service across the wider 

store and restaurant network within the United Kingdom.

After evaluating a range of supplier tenders, on365 was 

selected to advise, consult and design the new data 

centre infrastructure. Harvey Nichols began initial talks 

with on365 to plan an installation over a four-week 

period. Ctd overleaf 
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For over 25 years, on365 has been driving down 
costs, improving power and cooling efficiencies and 
managing risk as a specialist in the design, planning, 
installation, maintenance and optimisation of critical 
physical IT infrastructure and utility services. Whether 
it's a small server room or a complete datacentre 
build we have the necessary expertise to meet the IT 
power and cooling challenge, delivering support at the 
very foundation of your IT technology.

Recognised as the UK's most successful provider of 
the implementation and operation of the complete 
Network Critical Physical Infrastructure (NCPI) for 
major business, on365 has the highest levels of of 
knowledge and competence, understanding both the 
technical and practical issues involved for your 
business, your people and your IT infrastructure 
requirements. With the need to deliver on the promise 
of investment made in IT now even more critical, 
on365 is totally focussed on enabling organisations to 
get the best out of their IT environment.

on365 has an extensive and comprehensive product 
and service portfolio.

• APC Elite Partner
• SGI Trusted Advisor
• Kelway Premier Partner
• Uniflair Approved Partner
• Chatsworth Products European Certified 
 Installer Partner

Our support capabilities encompass installation, 
system testing, network integration, on-site 
maintenance and audit/review services. Most 
importantly though, we understand the real needs of 
IT Managers and provide sound, practical advice to 
help proactively and efficiently manage across the 
datacentre physical infrastructure through to chosen 
IT hardware.
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A key part of the process was finding an expert supplier, 

that genuinely understood Harvey Nichols’ requirement 

for a flexible and resilient data centre which could be 

aligned with daily computing needs and an installation 

team that could move fast, to fit the timeframe.  

Matthew Suddock, infrastructure manager at Harvey 

Nichols said: “To meet our operational needs the data 

centre move had to be fast and seamless. We needed to 

ensure that the new site was fully functional and that 

there was no disruption to any service provided across 

our network. Therefore our chosen supplier had to offer 

innovation and resilience in the new data centre design 

and the ability to act quickly on installation to ensure a 

smooth transfer. Above all, they needed the vision to 

create a data centre that could act as a hub for the wider 

network and grow with the organisation’s demands.”

The Harvey Nichols IT team wanted a mixture of 

commercial insight and infrastructure know-how as well 

as design skills from the supplier. As Matthew Suddock 

explained: “It was immediately clear that, having worked 

with us over the past 20 years,  on365 had a lot of 

experience with the site’s infrastructure. This expertise, 

combined with the resilience of the system specification, 

meant that we were confident that they would create a 

solution to fit the challenge.”  

The Solution
The on365 team stepped up its successful existing 

support role to become a dynamic facilitator of the 

move to the new infrastructure, and designed a service 

that included the following in support of the new data 

centre build:

• A power and infrastructure solutions assessment and  

 overview to assess the current data centre provision  

 and new site requirements

• Full project installation deployment, build and   

 management

• System training for Harvey Nichols’ infrastructure  

 team

• A nation-wide service level agreement (covers all its  

 stores)

• A newly raised floor to support the data centre   

 installation and future expansion

• Managed power distribution through a new UPS  

 solution – APC Symmetra PX48 includes ‘all in one’  

 product monitoring benefits, and was selected   

 because the unit’s electrical efficiency has one of the  

 highest class ratings in the industry, which is good  

 both from a financial and ‘green’ perspective

• Environmental management – Netbox Environmental  

 Manager measures temperature and humidity per  

 rack

• CPI data cable management overhead ladder runway 

• A centralised management and monitoring platform  

 to give visibility of all APC equipment across the  

 Harvey Nichols network

• 10 APC net shelter 42U SX racks – a mixture of  

 networking and server

• Metered Power Distribution Unit (PDU) strips to   

 monitor how much power is drawn from each rack

Chris Smith, sales and marketing director of on365, 

commented: “Having worked with Harvey Nichols for the 

past 20 years, we knew the solution for the new location 

had to offer maximum use of space, effective power 

distribution and management, plus the ability to expand 

with the company’s needs. We were able to design a 

service that enabled a quick build within a four-week 

period. The new centre will enable electrical efficiency, a 

better managed power distribution, overhead cabling and 

the centralised monitoring capability to ensure 100% 

service across the company’s network at all times.”

The Outcome
Harvey Nichols now has a fully functioning new data 

centre on site at the new headquarters, with a range of 

clear operational benefits. 

Matthew Suddock explained: “The solution had to match 

what we currently had, but deliver improved efficiency, 

the space and capability to expand in support of the 

growing network and a minimal level of disruption to the 

wider head office move, network support and store 

operation. The on365 infrastructure and technical 

support solution matched the brief. Through a seamless 

transition, it enabled us to embrace new technology and 

create a better configured site, both on a usability and 

efficiency level.”

To assess the success of the project, metrics and benefit 

expectations were set and assessed on completion. The 

project was completed on time, on budget and 

accommodated alterations within the plan and provided 

the resilient base necessary for future expansion and 

environmental monitoring. 


